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of Experience: Kenneth Burkes. Utilization Kenneth Burke s influence on various academic disciplines is clear in the
number . essays: "Terministic Screens.

Burke contends these screens set up a network of beliefs through which all ideas will be interpreted. This is
the idea that people absorb meaning of the word through repetition and experience. A pro-choice advocate
would most likely use the word "fetus" but pro-life advocates would use the word "baby", because the term
stirs more realistic and relatable images and has a bearing on the legal status. Another example occurs within
the abortion controversy. In the field of metaphor, there is a rhetorical figure which is very much to do with
selection, or pointing; a figure which screens out other elements and chooses one alone to stand for an entire
category; that is, metonymy. The language we choose to use will be a representation of our reality, our world,
our culture, and our beliefs, even without intention. However, some could think of intersex individuals. An
example of this would be when a person thinks about a football it brings other ideas related or opposite to the
idea of the football. They were different photographs of the same objects, the difference being that they were
made with different color filters. The three all provided accurate accounts of mother-child relationships
through basic instinctual acts, but they all came up with differing results all credible and observable based on
their differing terministic sreens; screens that exerted influence over each of their perceptions of the exact
same events. Work Cited Burke, Kenneth. This can have a great effect on how we live, if we seek in this
structure a venn diagram, I believe a unified theory. Social constructionism allows us to look at Burke's theory
in terms we recognize and are comfortable with. Using the word "baby" versus "fetus" defines reality
differently scientistic and guides people to act in a certain way dramatistic solely based on term selection that
may be unconscious. Berkeley: University of California Press,  In other words, language is needed to perform
thought and action. This makes sense. These terms affect the nature of our observations; every single word
that is used has its own implicit meaning to the speaker because of their experience with the word. Receivers
interpret the intended message through a metaphorical screen of their own vocabulary and perspective to the
world. Posted by Anonymous at. Terms direct the attention to one field rather than another; Burke believed
that terms also had relative power to relative fields of interest. He defines the concept as "a screen composed
of terms through which humans perceive the world, and that direct attention away from some interpretations
and toward others". One can not think without language, and therefore can not act without language and
thought. Posted by. The ultimate origins of language seem to me as mysterious as the origins of the universe
itself. Burke comments on why he uses developed rather than another word. What I find most interesting in
regards to these screens is the way it affects individuals and their interactions with others. David Blakesley
posits that the terministic screen enables the further understanding of rhetorical perspectives. In other words,
the focus is on expressions or commands. If a mycological major is speaking academically to an English
major, they are going to have a hard time using their academic terms with each other; each student might
know the terms, but the actual scope of the knowledge of these terms limits the field of attention they can
show. It seems to me that it is a very human expression of the world and if we look closer we will see that
such a unified theory has the seeds of its own distruction sown within it. But that is an argument for later, for
another essay: an essay on another rhetorical figureâ€¦the other face of metaphorâ€¦irony. Metonymy works by
framing, or selecting something to be a representative of the category that it belongs to, therefore asking us to
understand the entire category in terms of this one thing. Obviously, one needs to select certain terms, to
choose certain words that will express what we want to say without undermining what we want to say; so, it is
clear that we need to make a careful selection of words because these will point to bigger theories that we wish
to explain, and that we wish others to accept as valid. Still others would recognize gender as different from
biological sex, and say they think of man, woman, and other genders. In each of these ways, the terministic
screen allows for concepts to be interpreted in different ways by different people and contribute to the
complexity of meaning. If someone says they think of male, female, and intersex, more would be reflected
about the person based on their terminology. He argues that through these screens â€” screens of specific
diction and terms- affect our observations of the world. This concise statement shows how infinite this idea of
terministic screens is. For our terministic screens, our deictic discourses, our lattices or webs of metaphor,
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always have within them entailments that are contrary to any unified theory. Communication scholar Paul
Stob contends that the language we use is thus not just a direct reflection of our intelligence, but also of
perception and culture. Overview[ edit ] Kenneth Burke develops the terministic screen in his book of essays
called Language as Symbolic Action in  When terms are treated as hortatory, they are developed.


